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Abstract 
In this paper the intention is to prevent potential types of vulnerabilities like blackhole and 

flooding attack on location- based geocasting and forwarding (LGF) routing protocol in Mobile 

Ad-hoc Network (MANET). The LGF protocol has proposed to the implemented by Global 

Positioning System (GPS)- free covered location tracking system with Geocast-enhanced Ad-hoc 

On-Demand Distance Vector (GAODV). In addition backhole and flooding attack will be 

generating the prevention techniques in LGF protocol and also find the impact of vulnerabilities to 

overcome the attacks. Simulation of LGF protocol and attacks has been work done by GloMoSim-

2.03 network simulator. 
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1.    Introduction 

Mobile Ad- hoc network in reactive mesh-based multicast routing protocol on location-based 

geocasting and forwarding (LGF) routing protocol in MANET is a self-organizing system of 

mobile nodes that communicate with each other via wireless links with no fixed infrastructure or 

centralized administration such as base stations or access points [1]. Hence, MANET is suitable an 

applications in exists such as give below.  
1. Military battlefield   
2. Emergency rescue  

3. Vehicular communications   
Above these applications, communication and collaboration among a group of nodes are 

necessary. Instead of using multiple transmissions, it is an advantageous use of multicast in order 

to save network bandwidth and resources, since a single message can be delivered into multiple 

receivers simultaneously. In the LGF protocol routing metrics usually used are shortest path, link 

stability and minimum number of hops towards the destination. But, power conservation and 

optimized bandwidth are in MANET is stand-alone devices and operates on batteries [2]. 

The LGF protocol source node will be multicast the Route Request (RREQ) packet to its entire 

neighbor nodes within its transmission area. The request packet has additional information send 

the distance from the source to destination. Hence, every node that receives these packets will 
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compare its distance to the destination. If its distance to destination is less than the distance from 

the source to destination, the source node will be rebroadcast the packet; otherwise, it will discard 

and cancel its scheduled rebroadcast of the packet. Along the route, participating nodes will send a 

Route Reply (RREP) packet to the source via intermediate nodes. With Path Accumulation (PA), 

these routes will be stored and used in the packet is forwarding has via the routes discovered 

beforehand [2]. Hence, routing overhead and flooding of packets will be reduced extensively. 

Above the implementation process has finished. After proposed to generate the possible type’s 

prevention techniques like blackhole and flooding attack in LGF protocol and also overcome these 

attack. 

This paper has organized as follows. Section 2 Implement the LGF protocol in MANET. 

Section 3 Prevention technique for blackhole attack in LGF protocol. Section 4 Prevention 

technique for flooding attack in LGF protocol. Section 5 Simulation results. Finally, section 6 will 

be concluding the paper and also future work, section 7 References. Above these sections are all 

discuses about briefly will be coming as give below. 
 

2. Implement the LGF protocol in mobile ad-hoc network 

The LGF protocol has implemented by GPS-free covered location tracking system with 

geocast-enhanced AODV [2], if we will be using with GPS means this is an infrastructure not 

eligible for LGF protocol because it is an infrastructure based. My proposed work of the LGF 

protocol is without any infrastructure and centralized system routing protocol in MANET. So this 

protocol particular distance only transmit the (RREQ) towards the destination node and also flood 

the (RREP) towards the source node, because it is GPS-free indoor location tracking system.  
For example source ‘S’ to destination ‘D’ in between total Distance (DIST), DIST(S,D) =100 

meters but DIST (S,4) =120 meters. Comparing these distance between DIST (S, 4) < DIST (S, D) 

= 120 < 100, this stipulation not satisfy and also automatically discard the RREQ packet because it 

is out of transmission area and another intermediate nodes in transmission coverage area in 

between source to destination DIST (S, 1) =40M, DIST (1, 3) =50M, DIST(2, 3)=60M, DIST (3, 

D) =65M, DIST(S, 2) = 62M, DIST (M, D) =70M, DIST (S, M) =55M, DIST (S, 5)=55M, DIST 

(5, D)=70M. Above these intermediate nodes distance conditions satisfy and also send the route 

request packets to all intermediate nodes. This is a way of functioning in LGF protocol. 
 
2.1. Implementation of the LGF protocol 
 
1. Source node wants to communicate with destination node.  

2. The source node will multicasts the RREQ to all intermediate nodes with contain the IP address 

of the destination node and also distance from the source to destination.  

3. The RREQ packet has received from the intermediate nodes; it will compare the distance in 

between source to destination.  

4. Total distance between source to destination where, DIST(S, D) =100, these are all intermediate 

nodes distance from source to destination, DIST (S, 1) =40M, DIST (1, 3) =50M, DIST (3, D) 

=65M, DIST(S, 2) = 62M, DIST (2, 3) =60M, DIST (S, 5) =55M, DIST (5, D) =70M.   
5. Now compare the distance for all nodes in between ‘S’ to ‘D’.  

If (intermediate nodes distance< source to destination node distance) 

{ 

These are all the intermediate nodes in between ‘S’ to ‘D’, this conditions satisfy and also 

successfully sends the RREQ towards the destination node. 

} 

Else 
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{  
Any intermediate nodes out of the transmission area in between ‘S’ to ‘D’ in the nodes sends 

Route Error (RRER) packet to the source node. 

} 

6. The RREQ has received from destination node, after send the RREP packet towards the 

intermediate nodes along with the source node.  

7. The source node has received from RREP to intermediate nodes, after compare its distance from 

source to destination.  

8. Whether the RREP to an intermediate nodes path has received exactly from source to 

destination node, the node will choose correct route and also send the original data packet to the 

destination node this is the algorithm for LGF protocol. The LGF protocol process diagram is 

given below. 

 

 

Figure 1. The LGF protocol implemented by GPS- free covered location tracking 
system 

In this paper was existing protocol and attacks that is not a problem, if we will be establishing 

LGF protocol for the purpose of an applications will be developing like Military battlefield, 

Emergency rescue in the instant occurs means how can will safely communication between source 

to destination in between without any packet losses and also unwanted person do not attack in the 

protocol, if attack means. What can we do in this situation? So we have been implemented by two 

prevention techniques for each and every potential type of attacks in the LGF protocol. These are 

attacks as given below. 
1. Blackhole attack  

2. Flooding attack   
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Above this problem we shall facing means. You will generate the prevention techniques in 

LGF protocol and you will find the hateful node as the same time prevents the impact of 

vulnerabilities, after send the packets securely in between source to destination. This is the 

proposed work intent. 

3. Prevention technique for blackhole attack in LGF protocol 

In the blackhole attack source node receives more numbers of route reply RREP packets to the 

malicious node and also malicious node ahead of the RREP from intermediate nodes. It is the 

blackhole attack objective.  
1. First source node sends the route request RREQ packet to all intermediate nodes along with the 

destination node.  

2. After route request RREQ packet is received from the neighbour nodes and it will set the timer 

expired table for entire request nodes and will be stored in sequence order.  

3. And also Collect Route Reply Table (CRRT) is monitoring which node repeatedly sends the 

Route Reply (RREP) packets to the source node.  

4. In CRRT whether there is any repeated hop count node value is present in the reply paths it 

assumes the paths are correct reply path otherwise the chance of malicious paths is limited [3].  

5. The malicious node no hop count node because it is drop the original RREQ packets towards 

the destination node in the process right chance to identify blackhole attack node.  

6. The RREP such a way repeated hop count node value has received to source node after sends 

the original packets to right RREP path along with destination node. This is the way of prevent the 

blackhole attack in LGF protocol, and also the process diagram is given below. 

                                             

 

Figure 2. Prevention technique for blackhole attack in LGF protocol 
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Table 1. Collect route reply table (CRRT) for source to destination in is given   
below 

 
 
3.1.  Following steps of prevention technique for blackhole attack in LGF protocol  

 

1. The blackhole attack intention is RREP suddenly sends the source node but legal hop count 

node takes some time after sends the RREP to intermediate nodes.  

2. Find the safe RREP to an intermediate node towards the source node and also how can discover 

a legal RREP packet. There are some descriptions as given below to recover a safe RREP to 

intermediate nodes. Assume source node value = 1 and 2.   
Intermediate nodes value = 1, 2.  
Hop count node value = 3.  
If (source node value == intermediate nodes value 1and 2) 
{  
Accept the RREP packet to source node. 
}  
Else 

{  
The Source node discards the RREP packet, because it is malicious node paths. 

}  
3. Above the condition has finished after source node waits and checks for safe route reply RREP 

packet to intermediate nodes.  

4. After some time takes the destination node send the RREP packet to hop count node value 3.   
5. The hop node has received from RREP packet, after send the RREP packet to intermediate 

nodes 1, 2.   
6. Below the process to find the safe route reply an intermediate node.  
If (intermediate nodes value 1, 2 < hop count nodes value 3)  
{ 

Accept the RREP packet to intermediate nodes.  
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}  
Intermediate nodes RREP packet has received, after send the RREP packet to 

source node. Else if (source node value == intermediate nodes value 1 and 2) 
{ 

Accept the RREP packet to source node. 

} 

 

Else 

{ 

Discard the RREP packet to intermediate nodes. 

} 

7. These are all above the condition has been finished the source node has got the safe RREP 

packets to intermediate nodes. 
 

4. Prevention technique for flooding attack in LGF protocol 

The main intention of flooding attack is that the malicious node sends huge number of RREQ 

packets towards the destination node and also intermediate nodes cannot find out these types 

occurrences of the attacker node, but source node send one RREQ along with the destination node 

at the time of communication[4], so has been developed by Prevention Technique Transmission 

Table (PTTT), this table has used to found the legal RREQ in the LGF protocol and also record the 

legal RREQ packet has received and enroll existed communication routes. The flooding attack 

prevention process diagram is given below. 
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Figure 3. Prevention technique for flooding attack in LGF protocol 
 
4.1. Following steps of prevention technique for flooding attack in LGF protocol 

Format of Prevention Technique Transmission Table (PTTT) is given below. 
 

 

 

 

   
 Table 2. Format of PTTT 

 
 

4.1.1. RREQ value: The node ‘S’ wants to send packet to node ‘D’, it floods RREQ packet. 

Every node receiving this RREQ adds and item in its PTTT, fills the source IP address, destination 

IP address, sequence number according to the packet, and sets the RREQ Num as 1. After that, 

whenever receives a RREQ with the same source IP address, destination IP address and sequence 

number, this RREQ value will increase by 1. The RREQ value PTTT as given below. 
 
   Table 3. RREQ value 

 
 

4.1.2. Validity indication: After node ‘D’ receives RREQ from ‘S’, it adds corresponding item 

in its PTTT. Then ‘D’ sends RREP packet whose source IP address is ‘S’ IP address, destination 

IP address is ‘D’ IP address and sequence number is 1 through ‘D’ intermediate nodes, 3, 1 ‘S’. 

When this RREP reaches intermediate nodes, 3, 1, they check its validity. If node ‘D’ is found 

legal, they search their PTTT, and set corresponding items, validity indication as 1. Otherwise, it 

will discard this RREP packet and do not set the validity indication items PTTT as given below. 

 
Table 4. Validity indication 

 
 

4.1.3. Communication record: When a node forwards a data packet, such as from ‘S’ to ‘D’, it 

sets the communication record of the item whose source IP address is ‘S’ and destination IP 

address is ‘D’ in its PTTT as 1. In this way, whenever sends a data packet, midway nodes set the 
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corresponding Communication recording their PTTT by 1. For example, when a data packet sent 

by ‘S’ to ‘D’ passing through intermediate nodes like 3 and 1, they change their PTTT as show in 

table given below. 
 

 

Table 5. Communication record 

 
 

4.1.4. Deletion of items in PTTT: After two nodes finish the communication, source node will 

send RANC (Rout Announcement) to intermediate nodes. All the nodes receives RANC will 

delete corresponding items in their PTTT [5]. 
 

5. Simulation results 

The simulation of work has done by GloMoSim version 2.03[6], a scalable environment for 

Mobile Ad-hoc Network. 
 

5.1. Simulation parameters 
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5.2. Performance metrics  

5.2.1. Average Packet Delivery Ratio: The packet delivery ratio (PDR) of a receiver is defined 

as the ratio of the number of data packet transmitted by the senders. The average packet delivery 

ratio is the average of the packet delivery ratios taken over all the receivers.   
5.2.2. Average end- to- end delay: The end to end delay of a packet is defined as the time a 

packet takes to travel from the source to the destination. The average end to- end delay takes over 

all the received packets.  
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Figure 4. Packet delivery (%) in Prevention technique for blackhole attack in LGF 
protocol 

Figure 4 Graph has mentioned line symbol ‘B’ is Normal LGF protocol has been implemented 

in MANET, line symbol ‘C’ is Prevention technique for blackhole attack solution provides in LGF 

protocol, line symbol ‘D’ is blackhole attack after in LGF protocol no solution provides. 
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Figure 5. End to End delay in Prevention technique for blackhole attack in LGF 
protocol 
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Figure 5 Graph has mentioned line symbol ‘B’ is Normal LGF protocol has been implemented 

in MANET, line symbol ‘C’ is Prevention technique for blackhole attack solution provides in LGF 

protocol, line symbol ‘D’ is blackhole attack after in LGF protocol no solution provides. 
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Figure 6. Packet delivery (%) in Prevention technique for flooding attack in LGF 
protocol 
 

Figure 6 Graph has mentioned line symbol ‘B’ is Normal LGF protocol has been implemented 

in MANET, line symbol ‘C’ is Prevention technique for flooding attack solution provides in LGF 

protocol, line symbol ‘D’ is flooding attack after in LGF protocol no solution provides. 
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Figure 7. End to End delay in Prevention technique for flooding attack in LGF 
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protocol 
 

Figure 7 Graph has mentioned line symbol ‘B’ is Normal LGF protocol has been implemented 

in MANET, line symbol ‘C’ is Prevention technique for flooding attack solution provides in LGF 

protocol, line symbol ‘D’ is flooding attack after in LGF protocol no solution provides. 

6. Conclusion and future work 
In this paper intend to prevent potential types of vulnerabilities like blackhole, flooding attack 

on location- based geocasting and forwarding (LGF) routing protocol in MANET. In this paper 

proposed to generate the prevention techniques for each and every attack on LGF protocol and 

also overcome the impact of vulnerabilities future will be making protected and efficient product 

to establish the real time applications. This is the conclusion about the paper. 
In this paper two attacks only prevention techniques solution provides in LGF protocol, so 

remaining possible type’s attacks is there, we will be choosing the attacks and generate the 

prevention techniques in LGF protocol. This is the further work of the paper. 
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